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“The past weekend left me feeling empowered, rejuvenated,
hopeful, and enthusiastic about the road ahead with new found
confidence knowing I have such a wide network of knowledgeable
women behind me.”
“It was exactly what I needed, a weekend away, to recollect and
reevaluate and with the guidance of these exceptional women; I
was able to not only strengthen the skills I currently possess, but to
adapt new abilities which will no doubt promote me in my
professional goals.”

Melice G.
Age 21

“From the moment you step foot in the house, there is nothing but
warmth and a sense of belonging. I’ve never in my life allowed
myself to become so open to so many people in such a short time,
but at Woodhull everyone is ready to listen and understand and to
strengthen each other.”

~
“Part of the reason Woodhull is so amazing is its safe, nurturing
and encouraging environment. You truly do feel supported and that
helps open up the door to your potential and motivates you to
pursue.”
“They truly do open your eyes to your inner potential, help you
channel it into your life, and make you aware that you can control
the outcomes in your life. It helps to know that you are supported
one hundred percent through this process.”

Natalie G.
Age 20

~
“The relaxing and safe country environment allowed me to focus
on what the retreat offered.”
“The yoga class, public speaking training, negotiation skills class,
and financial management class all motivated me and made me
more confident in terms of facing a professional environment.”
“Last but not the least, because of the retreat, I met all those
promising college students and successful young professionals.
They are truly an inspiration and role model for me.”

Qimei L.
Age 22

